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Vowing to wow at your wedding
February 9, 2016 Bekah Wright Beauty 0 Comments

So you said “yes” to the proposal. Now you’re probably thinking, I’ve gotta get in shape for the wedding. Lucky for Los Angeles residents, there are a multitude of

fitness regimes available. But before diving into one, take heed that all workouts are not created equal. Keeping a few things in mind will ensure top form by the big

day.

In December 2014, Camila Quiroga found herself in this very position. A Christmas Eve proposal was followed by plans for a wedding the following November.

Quiroga kicked up her normal workout routines, including spinning classes at RPM Fitness Studio in Toluca Lake. As time ticked past and her measurements

weren’t shifting, the bride-to-be started taking notice of RPM’s Slimfit Bootcamp—specifically, members of a wedding party who were banding together to be

photo-ready for upcoming nuptials. Quiroga recalls, “I thought a little added pressure would help my cause.”
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RPM Fitness Studio owners Karyn (front) and Cynthia
Graham
PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY RPM

best shape of their lives.”

ADVERTISEMENT

Before enrolling Quiroga, RPM held a consultation to make sure its boot camp was the correct fit. The

trainers formulated a plan with the bride, based on specific dates and functions surrounding her wedding.

The questions RPM puts forth to the betrothed are the same ones anyone entering into a boot camp

scenario should contemplate. “Let the trainer know what your goals are,” says Graham. “For brides, it’s

usually all about losing weight for the dress.”

When cleaning up one’s diet, Graham says to consider a boot camp that includes a nutrition element. “Not

only does RPM consider everything from blood type to eating behavior, we gauge intake, adjust for possible allergies, and work towards reducing inflammation.”

Quiroga didn’t have a number she was striving to reach on the scale. Still, keeping a food journal along with being weighed was enlightening. “Through the process, I

learned about how food effects my mood, stress, hair, sleep, skin… an eczema issue I’d dealt with even improved” she says. “During the incredibly stressful wedding

planning time, boot camp served as forced self care.”

Along with hitting the scale, Slimfit Bootcamp involves tracking body measurements. “This isn’t just about fitting into the wedding dress,” Graham says. “Certain

workouts have different impacts on the body. For example, a CrossFit boot camp might cause some exercisers to bulk up, whereas cardio-based boot camps burn

calories, but don’t necessarily tone the body.” Key, too, is a program that includes abs/core work and stretching. Equally important, Graham says, “Make sure the

elements of the boot camp are something the bride or groom will like. If they hate it, they won’t commit to seeing it through.”

Camila Quiroga before and after bridal boot camp
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The five-week, Slimfit Bootcamp is a full-body, 90-minute workout held five days per week. The program’s cross-training keeps bodies evolving. On “off days” yoga

and stretching are recommended. The group component lends itself to accountability.

When it came time for the final fitting of Quiroga’s wedding dress, she’d gone from a size 12 to an 8, requiring the dress to be rebuilt. (Oftentimes, brides face the
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Scene It Before: Robert Kardashian’s
Former Home from The People v. O.J.
Simpson1 comment • 9 days ago

B. N. Everett — It will hit the public hard,
when new, and ongoing investigations into
Robert Kardashian breaks into the
mainstream media. My 10 tweets cover

In the Epic Battle Between Adele’s
“Hello” and Lionel Richie’s “Hello,” the
Winner Is Demi Lovato1 comment • 2 days ago

Elle — The "writer" of this "article" is very
foolish.To say that Demi Lovato did the
better version than Lionel Richie. You
should have said she did a great job singing

Classic Hollywood Comes to Life in
Hail, Caesar!
1 comment • 13 days ago

Shuzza — Where is the mid-century home
on the coast, or how much of that was real?
Thanks for the list, the sets are 1/2 the fun
of the movie!

The City Council Moves to Make L.A.
Properties More Pet-Friendly
1 comment • 16 days ago

Outlier Babe — I know that Culver City
offers at least one large and attractive cat-
and dog-friendly community of condos,
some available for yearly rental. I doubt
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